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Affinity prediction in real-life drug design projects

Accuracy Usability
Speed

Need to rely on commercial
protocols (Schrödinger FEP+)

Desire to comparatively
validate methods independent
of vendor



Community-wide blinded prediction challenge using datasets of one protein and multiple ligands with
measured affinity data and co-crystal structures

D3R Challenge Stage 2: Independent assessment of FEP+ 
performance in comparison to other affinity prediction methods

Important opportunity to independently validate and compare a commercial
protocol to other quantitative affinity prediction methods

Test influence of time constraints in close to real-life drug design setting
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Run Schrödinger FEP+ calculations on in-house 
GPU cluster with default settings

(5ns per window)

Align ligands
to X-ray and

generate
force field

parameters

Protein 
Preparation
with Maestro
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string with

corina

Protocol
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Results: Free Energy Prediction Set 1

Reference X-ray: 1hqmf

All ligands were assumed to be
not charged to fit them into one
FEP map (no charge change).

Expected R2 for ligand set: 
0.19+-0.17

Predicted correct sign of ∆∆ G : 

13 out of 14

FXR 101 FXR 17
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Results: Free Energy Prediction Set 2

Reference X-ray: 1kjyp

All ligands were assumed to be not charged.

Both binding modes observed in reference X-
ray were considered (if applicable). The more
favorable free energy change was considered
for the final prediction.

Expected R2: 0.55 +- 0.14
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Quality of simulations: stable protein conformation
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Quality of simulations: larger-than-usual changes in ligand
conformation
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Quality of simulations: protein-ligand complex simulations partly not 
converged

Simulations in solvent appear well converged.

Extend simulation time beyond 5ns per window to improve sampling.
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Current protocol for setting up and running FEP calculations with Schrödinger FEP+ at Merck gives results
comparable to state-of-the-art affinity prediction methods.

FEP+ is a robust technique for quantitative affinity prediction.

FEP calculations can be performed to sufficient accuracy even under the time and resources constraints in 
an industry setting.

More sampling is needed to achieve higher accuracy.

D3R results give confidence to apply FEP to more targets and larger library screens (several hundred
compounds).

Conclusion
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